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INTRODUCTION

www.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
JOHN has contributed to the dictionary with 4154 meanings that we have approved and collected in this small book. We
hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the project, do not hesitate to visit our
website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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birota
BIROTA in Dominican Republic suffering, mistreatment.  In Mexico, birote is a baguette-shaped bread that is baked until
golden, but has a greater consistency and different flavor. 

bisarra
BISARRA mistake by BIZARRO brave and determined.  2 strange, very eccentric. Bizarro became popular as eccentric
in the wake of the appearance of a Superman double, with a bizarre figure and face named Bizarro, which in English
bizarre is synonymous with weird, extravagant, wild. 

bismalva
BISMALVA see MARSHMALLOW

bistec a lo pobre
STEAK A LO POBRE in Chile: typical dish consisting of a bed of fries with a beef bitec, and abounding fried onion,
which is topped with one or two fried eggs.  It has been the most popular dish until chorrillana became widespread. 

bitcoinear
BITCOINEAR dspecular or trade in the world of bitcoind.  See BITEAR

bitear
BITEAR neologism meaning to speculate (or trade) with bitcoins and, by extension, with digital currencies

bitze
BITZE Inga spuria commonly called cuajiniquil, cuijinicuil, cuinicuil or paterna (nahuatlismo de cuauhicxinecuilli, "tree of
crooked foot") or guamo, legume similar to a mimosa.  Its large seeds covered with white, velvety and edible pulp are
larger than beans.  It is native to Central America, Colombia, Mexico, Venezuela, and has spread to other countries in
South America. 

bitze caspirol
CASPIROL SEE BITZE

bivouac
BIVOUAC French word that has been Castilianized as VIVAC or VIVAQUE, a temporary shelter, used especially by
soldiers, ? scouts and mountaineers for camping or overnight. 

bixhi
BIXHI Albanian surname and also female name.  It has no known meaning

bizancio
Byzantium Greek city, capital of Thrace, in the western part of the entrance to the Bosphorus Strait, a part of what is
today Istanbul, and which has been important in history since its foundation.  In the Middle Ages, the Byzantine mperium
was made up of all the eastern territories that belonged to the Roman Empire.  It was officially created in the year 395,
when the western and eastern territories were definitively separated.  Its rise and fall mark the beginning and end of the



Medieval Era

blano
BLANO typo by WHITE or FLAT

blanqueza
WHITENESS .  Neologism for WHITENESS, quality of white, pristine

blanquicin
BLANQUICIN SPAM

blanquito
BLANQUITO diminutive of BLANCO, white un spanish

blinaba
BLINABA pret .  Imperfect BLINAR, make blinis

blockbuster
BLOCKBUSTER Chain of stores leasing movie and video game videos.  In 2010 it filed for bankruptcy, leaving a
worldwide store in Bend, Oregon.  While Netflix, in 2022, is the largest streaming company. 

bobadas
BOBADAS silterías , leseras , pelotudeces , boberías

bobela
BOBELA Joaquina González García Bobela, alias Xuaca Bobela (Oviedo, 1759 - 1844), was a Spanish heroine of the
Spanish War of Independence. On May 9, 1808, once the events of the uprising of the second of May in Madrid were
known, together with Marica Andallón and a group of supporters prevented the secretary of the French general Murat
from publishing a side.   Later he performed other acts of rebidding.  She was decorated by the King of Spain, who
conferred on her a lifetime pension.

bocachancla
BOCACHANCLA In Spain: it is said of the person who has the habit of saying things that he should not tell, usually
gossip about other people.  It alludes to flip-flops, to having a very large mouth.  BOCAZAS In Chile we call them mouth
of jug, mouth of jar, snout, tongue of viper

bocatoreo
BOCATOREO refers to the attitude and approach to play that the Argentine football team Boca Juniors must have,
according to former Xeneise player Diego Latorre, commenting as a panelist of Team F on ESPN, after losing the
superclásico against River Plate.   The phrase was "Boca has to decide if it wants to be a bull or bullfighter in the
matches against River", that is, if it assumes a defensive or offensive approach. 

bocó
BOCÓ Portuguese word meaning 'unintelligent, childish, bobo'.  in Brazil: bag or similar (saddlebag, suitcase, sack, etc. 



) made of rustic leather, used to load miscellaneous objects. 

bodrio
BODRIO Well the comment of FUROYA .  We could add that brodium was broth in Latin and led to the hodgepodge of
the leftovers of the frailuna table that was given to the needy who went to the convents to ask for food was called
brodium, par excellence.  That led to broth in English and brühe in German, which means broth or juice (meat or similar,
but not fruit).  Bros, on the other hand, means bread and comes from another ethym.  This meaning gender 4 different
meanings, but that of the lunfardo, is the most commonly accepted and used, which is that of mamarracho, something
poorly done, of very poor quality.  Also called BODRIO is the blood of pork with onions that is used to make sausages,
or prietas, as they are called in Chile. 

bodypump
BODYPUMP Anglicism of body, 'body' and pump, 'pump'; BodyPump is a group training program based on weightlifting,
created and distributed internationally by Les Mills International, from New Zealand.  In 2015 it was already available in
more than 100 countries. 

bohochic
BOHOCHIC see BOHO CHIC , The boho chic style of decoration is a freestyle, without patterns.  One of the keys to the
boho style are the brown, blue and pink colors. 

bolao alimenticio
FOOD BOLAO SPAM

bolao alimenticio
FOOD BOLAO SPAM

boleadra
BOLEADRA SPAM

boleta electrónica
ELECTRONIC BALLOT in Chile: the tickets of sale are issued in 100% of the trade in digital form and the SII (Internal
Revenue Service) receives each registration electronically. 

boletaje
TICKETING Number of tickets sold for an event, or tickets issued for any concept. 

bolitas de vidrio
MARBLE GLASS BALLS made of glass. 

bolluda
BOLLUDA f .  of BOLLUDO, as the dough of the bun.  2 .  Dented , Not to be confused with BOLUDO , silly , eRúpido in
Argentina

bolombo



BOLOMBO in Colombia : said of a person : thick and short stature; that is like a ball

bolsa de empleo
JOB BOARD A set of job offers administered by a single entity, such as a municipality, a public or private corporation or
a jobs office. 

bolsa de valores
STOCK EXCHANGE place where stocks and other securities are traded, such as commodities and, among them,
metals. 

bolsonarismo
BOLSONARISM Ideology and political line (rightist) of Jair Bolsonaro, president of Brazil. 

bolsonarista
BOLSONARISTA follower of JAIR BOLSONARO, president of Brazil.  2 .  Supporter of BOLSONARISM, ideology or
political thought of Jair Bolsonaro. 

bomba de relojer
SPAM TIME BOMB

bomboclaat
BOMBOCLAAT term of Jamaican origin popularized on Twitter and that they use as an insult.  It comes from hype
'vagina or vulva' and from cloth, 'fabric' in English.  It is very similar to the previous 'scoo pa tu mana'

boombo klaath
BOOMBO KLAATH in Jamaica: "the fabric for the lower parts", "compresses" or "toilet paper".  Although that is its literal
meaning, Jamaicans use this expression to insult and show anger or surprise.  The term BOMBOCLAAT] and
BOMBOCLAT have been popularized on twitter with the same offensive sense. 

boquechivo
BOQUECHIVO in Dominican Republic : silly . 

boquisucia
BOQUISUCIA garabatero, who usually uses profane words. 

borgeanamente
BORGEANAMENTE in the style of José Luis Borges, Argentine writer and thinker, several times nominated for the
Nobel Prize. 

botellonazo
BOTELLONAZO in Spain: A BOTELLÓN is a big party given on the beach, in which participants carry bottles of alcohol
and beers, as well as drugs and make a big splash throughout the night.  Sometimes up to 8500 young people meet as
happened in the U of Barcelona. 



botiflora
BOTIFLORA woman who flaunts her high social status in front of humble people.  That she likes to be admired. 

botiflra
BOTIFLRA SPAM

bouquet interno
BOUQUET INTERNO bouquet is a galiciamo by aroma.  The locution refers to the smell of enclosed enclosures.  There
are fragrances that are marketed to maintain a rich aroma, or recover a pleasant environment when the confinement has
accumulated moisture or another smell in an enclosed place.  Spray environmental deodorants are an economical way
to create a better indoor bouquet

boutique
FRENCH BOUTIQUE shop.  In Spanish it is also a shop, but it has the attributes of being small, elegant, fine and
expensive.  It usually sells women's clothing, but they can be purses, shoes, cosmetics, watches or jewelry. 

boutique hotel
BOUTIQUE HOTEL hotel of small dimensions and fine quality, which makes you feel at home. 

borrellista
BORRELLISTA person who acts like a sheep, letting himself be carried away by the opinions of others. 

bórrame
DELETE imperative second person sing .  of the verb DELETE , delete , discard

bradicardíaco
BRADYCARDIA that has a heart rate of less than 60 beats per minute. 

bradicárdico
BRADYCARDIAL that has a heart rate of less than 60 p. p . m . 

bragas
BRAGAS Women's Breeches

braquilogía
BRACHIOLOGY is probably BRACHIALGIA, an ailment to the nervous system of the spine

brasier
BRASIER from french origin, bra Some synonyms, words or similar expressions can be soutien, brasier, brassiere,
bustiers, bandeau, halterneck

braso
BRASO error by Brasso, liquid for cleaning tableware and other metal items, such as chrome, steel, copper or Latin. 



For silver another lumpiametals is used, such as silvo. 

bravuconera
BRAVADO SPAM

bravuconería
BRAVADO Quality of bravado .  Insolent and threatening action, usually giving itself airs of powerful or powerful

bretzeli
BRETZELI see BRICELET

brexial
BREXIAL on BREXIT

brexiales
BREXIALES pl .  of BREXIAL , on BREXIT

briceño
BRICEÑO 1 .  A municipality in the department of Antioquia, Colombia.  2 .  surname of Spanish origin.  3 . a
municipality in the department of Boyacá, Colombia. 

brichero
BRICHERO A man of Latino origin who seeks to engage in sexual relations with Europeans or North Americans in order
to obtain a visa. 

brickero
BRICKERO is an English and Spanglish word, from the urban language, meaning passionate, extremely sensitive,
intelligent.  He comes from BRICK, a kind-hearted person (in addition to LADRILLO).  See also BRICHERO

bridgero
BRICHERO BRIGISTA , Bridge player

bridgero
BRICHERO BRIGISTA , Bridge player

brinca cuica
BRINCA CUICA 1Children's game that consists of jumping over a rope, held and driven by its two ends, which passes
repeatedly and alternately under the feet and above the head of the jumper; the rope can be held by two people or the
person who jumps himself, as a gymnastic exercise.  Jump rope exercise to improve the leg movement of boxers. 

brincar la cuica
JUMP THE CUICA 1 .  In Spain : Jump rope.  In Dominican Republic and Puerto Rico and Chile: Despise people of the
upper class or wealthy.  In Chile a cuico or cuica is a person who lives and dresses luxuriously.  Brinca cuica is the



person who despises the upper class or rich. 

brithani
BRITHANI aberration by BRITTANY, (BRITANIA), region more to the boroeste of France, between the English Channel
and the bay of Vizcarra.  2 .  Aberration by BRITTANY feminine name of Celtic, French and English origin.  It arrived in
the United States in 1971 and within a few years was among the 100 most used names.  It means from Brittany (France)
or great Britain (England).  It is a Christian name 3 .  Aberration by the BREED OF DOG BRITTANY, of French origin,
medium size, similar to spaniels and not used for hunting.  BRITTANY in urban language is synonymous with coward
and is used primarily in English-speaking prisons to confront the weakest inmates newly admitted to the prison. 

britney
BRITNEY and also BRITTNEY are variations of the feminine name BRITTANY, which means brittany. 

brito
BRITO Species of cabbage whose trunk that is born at the height of three to four feet, throws many stems, and that
when pulling them out another one springs up again.  2 .  Surname of Spanish origin. 

broches
BROOCHES pl .  of BROCHE, piece that fastens or joins approximately two others.  There are typically snaps and
male-female brooches or hook brooches, used in pants, bras and other clothing.  It is also considered brooch the
unmissable or diaper brooch.  Figuratively, crown, borderline situation: he stole the car and as a finishing touch he hit it. 
Boeing buckled the business with the government. 

broncoconstricción
BRONCHOCONSTRICTION constriction of the pulmonary bronchi.  The bronchi are two tubes into which the trachea
divides, which divide into many bronchi upon reaching the lungs.  Compressing reduces their ability to transport air to
and from the lungs.  The most common condition is bronchitis, an inflammation that also produces phlegm.  When the
thing gets and chronic is when we get to have COPD, or chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, the third cause of death
in the United States, in which the reduction in flow is permanent and destroys the capacity of the rest of the organs,
including the brain. 

broquelejo
BROQUELEJO is a redundant term derived from broquel, i.e. a small broquel.  But BROQUEL is, in itself, a small shield,
of iron or steel, and more commonly of wood, covered with suede and with its edge garnished with iron, which has in the
center a bowl of the same metal, hollow so that the hand can wield the clutch or handle, placed inside. 

bucaramangara
BUCARAMANGARA error by BUCARAMANGA, capital of the department of Santander in the north of Colombia. 

bucket
BUCKET Anglicism by cangulon , bucket .  1 .  Cube-shaped hat.  2 .  Bucket 3 .  Inverted pipe for smoking in which you
must vacuum hard but then you get a good HIGH, as in the hookah. 

buckskin
BUCKSKIN BUCK is the English for ANTE or ANTELOPE, and SKIN is SKIN; suede leather



buenhumorada
BUENHUMORADA error by BIENHUMORADO , in a good mood

buffer de datos
DATA BUFFER A buffer is a chemical buffer.  Computing embraced this term around 1960 to identify areas of memory
that temporarily stored data to be sent, for example, to the printer as it finished with the previous set.  Other uses were
to store temporary but repetitive information in main memory. 

bufónido
JESFER family of the sapoid edits, a group belonging to amphibians.  They are known as toads, but it is not exclusive
because there are species from other families that are also called toads. 

buitre americano cabeciroja
RED-HEADED AMERICAN VULTURE see RED-HEADED AMERICAN VULTURE or RED-HEADED AMERICAN
VULTURE

buitre cabecirrojo americano
AMERICAN RED-HEADED VULTURE cathartes aura;  the dictionary has a mania for this bird and asks every season
for the same thing.  See RED-HEADED AMERICAN VULTURE , RED-HEADED AMERICAN VULTURE ,
RED-HEADED AMERICAN VULTURE ( sic ) 

buldócer
BULLDOCER Anglicism derived from BULLDOZER, also accepted word that comes from bull, 'bull' and doze, doze. 
The bulldozer? Or bulldozer is a type of bulldozer that is mainly used for earthmoving in excavation work.  Its original
attributes are great power, track wheel and front shovel. 

bullrichizar
BULRICHIZAR Lead to the ideology of the president of the Republican Proposal party, Patricia Bulrich.  Patricia Bulrich
is an Argentine politician who has been a deputy for the Autonomous City of Buenos Aires for several periods and a
minister several times.  In 2020 he assumed the presidency of the Republican Proposal party. 

buñuelesca
BUÑUELESCA in the style of Spanish film director Luis Buñuel 2 .  In the style of the municipality of Buñuel, in Navarre,
near Pamplona. 

burladora
MOCKER who mocks, who evades.  2 .  That mocks someone or something.  Not to be confused with BURLADERO,
Shelter panel for bullfighters and picadores that exists in the bullrings next to the arena and in front of the stands

burletero
BURLETERO person who manufactures weatherstripping.  2 .  Person who sells weatherstripping.  3 Person who
installs weatherstripping or pieces of fabric, rubber and other material that is fixed in the SLITs and joints of doors and
windows to insulate an enclosure thermally and acoustically. 

burrete



DONKEY donkey, poorly lit person

burtar
BURTAR platform to sell, buy and exchange bitcoins and cryptocurrencies.  Use the BURTAR wallet app. 

burucuy
VUEUCUY see BURUCUYÁ , passiflora caerulea

burucuyá
BURUCUYÁ passiflora caerulea, is a wild climbing plant of the passifloraceae family, which grows in the Dominican
Republic and throughout South America, except the Guianas. 

buruquena
BURUQUENA in Puerto Rico : Pseudothelphusidae; Epilabocera cubensis . Edible crustacean of small size, dark brown,
almost black. 

business angel
BUSINESS ANGEL in English, business angel; people who usually invest between 25 . 000 and 500 . $000 in startup
business usually in exchange for a stake in the company's future equity.  Angel investors, or business angels, usually
also exercise a mentoring role and offer their advice and expertise to entrepreneurs. 

business game
BUSINESS GAME anglicism for 'business game'.  They are simulators of business situations that have multiple
possibilities and results, which allow you to gain experience in managing similar situations. 

business intelligence
BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE or BI, anglicism for business intelligence.  It consists of converting data into relevant
information for business management

bustona
BUSTONA (woman) tetona, with a lot of bust

c3h6o3
c3h6o3 error by C3H6O3 The letters must be capitalized because they are the chemical symbols of carbon, hydrogen
and oxygen.  This asymmetric chemical formula corresponds to glyceraldehyde, more commonly referred to as LACTIC
ACID.  It has an asymmetric central C connected to an -OH radical and an H molecule.  Monosaccharides can be
divided into polyhydroxylated aldehydes, also called aldoses; or in polyhydroxylated ketones, called ketones.  A
glyceraldehyde is an aldotriose, belonging to the group of aldoses. 

caahueca
CAAHUECA error by HOLLOW HEAD or HOLLOWHEAD, foolish, unable to understand or learn. 

caballito de acero
STEEL HORSE refers to a lazy person, boba, opa



cabellos de plata
SILVER HAIR metaphor for gray hair

cabezalera
HEAD F .  of CABEZALERO, mainly an executor in the kingdoms of Aragon and Navarre

cabezalero
HEAD 1 .  Testamentary 2 .  Executor in Navarre and Aragon 3 .  Person who was head of the jurisdiction and collected
the rental fees to the farmers who used the land and who, in turn, made the payments to the owner. 

cabina de mando
COCKPIT room where an airship or ship, locomotive or other group transport vehicle is commanded.  It usually has a
dashboard.  Cockpit , anglicism synonym . 

cabo a rabo
CAPE TO TAIL see FROM END TO END

cabriolet
Cabriolet says of a vehicle : which is convertible, which can retract part or all of the roof. 

caca wendy
CACA WENDY is an item for making jokes, an imitation of human excrement

cacaos
CACAOS pl .  of COCOA .  Theobroma cacao L is the scientific name given to the cacao tree or cacaotero, native to
tropical and subtropical regions of America: Tropical America.  Theobroma has Greek origin, and means food of the
gods. Cacao comes from Nahuatl, where the tree is called peanuthuitl? and its cacahuatl fruit.  This word gave rise to
two Nahuatlisms; in the first place, the usual way of writing it in the sixteenth century was cacaoatl, from here it began to
be used in an abbreviated form "cacao", and thus it passed into Spanish. The word "cacao" passed into the English
language as cocoa, to designate the main ingredient of chocolate (cocoa powder).  Then it acquired the meaning of the
same chocolate.  Only during the twentieth century was cocoa Anglicism popularized as a synonym for 'chocolate
powder'. 

cachai?
CACHAI? in Chile : Do you understand? Handle? , Do you realize?

cachapear
CACHAPEAR alter the brand of another farmer in a beef to pass it off as its own. 

cacharaina
CACHARAINA in Chile : A frictional idiophone musical instrument made with the lower jaw of a horse or cow, which
once dry, is cleaned and boiled in order to release the teeth.  The sound is produced by hitting one of its sides with the
knuckles or with a small stick to sound the molars or by scraping them with some object. 



cacharauna
Cacharauna error by CACHARAINA, in Chile: A frictional idiophone musical instrument made with the lower jaw of a
horse or cow, which once dry, is cleaned and boiled in order to release the teeth.  The sound is produced by hitting one
of its sides with the knuckles or with a small stick to sound the molars or by scraping them with some object. 

cachetonearse
SHAMING, strutting, pretentiously bringing out one's own skills or belongings.  Send the parts, send the portions, boast. 
Act amply.   . 

cachimi
CACHIMI error by CASHMERE, CACHIMIR, CASIMIR or KASHMIR one of the scarcest and least common goat wools
in the world and in turn one of the most valued.   . 

cachoche
CACHOCHE term used with s end, although it is not a sign of plural .  See CACHOCHES

cachondilla
CACHONDILLA colloquial Spain: diminutive of, which has a great sexual desire.  2 .  Fashion style 'mood cachondilla'
for teenagers. 

cacomegalia
CACOMEGALIA megalia is a suffix of Greek origin meaning 'big quality'. The voice of Greek origin, megalia (megale-ia)
means "quality of great" and is not a Castilian word.  It is used in compound words, such as acromegaly, nephromegaly
and also chiromegaly.  Cacos, in Greek means 'bad, unpleasant'

cacón
Tarragon in juvenile language.  Madly in love. 

cada tercer dia
EVERY THIRD DAY every time 48 hours have passed, i.e. a Wednesday after a Sunday, or a Thursday after a Monday.

cadino
CADINO error by CAVINO belonging or related to the cellars, or by CASINO, betting and entertainment venue. 

cadoiro
CADOIRO chair in Galician; cadeira in Portuguese; cadira in Catalan; is the name of a business center in Santiago de la
Compostela, Spain.  It is a space designed for small companies that need to rent for a limited period of time. 

caengo
CAENGO river of the Democratic Republic of the Congo .  2 .  Catalan name of Caen, city of western France located in
the Normandy region, Norman-speaking, oil language.  It is the prefecture of the Department of Calvados.  3 .  Carlos
Enrique González on facebook 4 .  Carlos Cruz on Twitter 5 .  Other users on Instagram and Pinterest. 



caérsele la baba
CAÉRSELE LA BABA in Chile: in this expression baba is synonymous with saliva because of the resemblance to the
liquid that snails give off.  It is used when a man goes crazy for a woman, and more frequently, when a father or
grandfather is fascinated with a child or a grandchild, respectively. 

cafetín
CAFETÍN in Chile : public place for few diners where mainly coffee is served.  A larger enclosure is simply called a café
or cafeteria (little used) 

cafetn
cafetn SPAM

café-concert
CAFÉ-CONCERT galicismo to refer to a place that sells cafeteria service and at the same time is a concert and
performance hall.  Some synonyms, words or similar expressions may be chsntant coffee, concuerto coffee

cagadera
CAGADERA diarrhea, evacuation of semi-liquid excrement

cagadora
CAGADORA Shitter 2. something who destroys, that depresses

cagar el palo
SHIT THE STICK In Mexico: bother with some annoying action. 

cagarse todo
EVERYTHING 1.  to die of fright 2 .  act with greed

cahuaha
CAHUAHA is a surname.  2 .  It may be CAHUANA, a pre-Columbian non-alcoholic cold drink consumed in the Amazon
region. 

cahuana
CAHUANA Amazonian drink dating from pre-Columbian times, It is traditionally made with sweet yucca starch that is
served cold and has no alcohol.  It is a food with spiritual characteristics that is used to accompany the ritual of meeting
people from other places around the river. 

cajaza
CAJAZA augmentative box; large box

cajillera
CAJILLERA Person who manufactures boxes.  2 .  Person who folds and packages butters in a box



cajota
DEROGATORY CAJOTA , large box

caking
CAKING anglicism for agglutinating, agglomerating .  binder, binder.  Similarly, ANTICAKING is anti-caking agent,
anti-caking agent.  Beeswax has been used for centuries as ANTICAKING in the manufacture of food and beverages. 

cal mil
CAL-MIL Californian family business and North American brand that sells products to present food on the table. 
Created in 1965, it specializes in collections of elements that harmonize with each other, such as cups, cups, glasses,
trays, vases, plates, drawers, skewers, napkins, napkin holders, bottle racks, organizers and the like.  It only ships within
the United States. 

calabaza de la cera
WAX PUMPKIN Benincasa hispida .  There are various benicasa, cucurbita and lagenarias in the synonimis. Species of
the cucurbit family cultivated in China and other surrounding regions, of which no wild representatives are known.  It is
the only species in the monotypic genus Benincasa. It owes its name to the fact that they have whitish skin.  The young
fruits are used as zucchini and the ripe ones support a guard of up to a year.  Some synonyms, words or similar
expressions can be Chinese pumpkin, white pumpkin, wax pumpkin

caladan
CALADAN fictional planet of the Dune universe created by writer Frank Herbert, first mentioned in Dune (1965). 
Caladan, the third planet of Delta Pavonis, is the ancestral fiefdom of House Atreides, and the home of Paul Atreides for
fifteen years. 

calalan
CALALAN probable error by CALADAN , Caladan is a fictional planet of the Dune universe. 

calastro
CALASTRO error by COLOSTRUM

calateo
CALATEO  from CALATO, 'nude'; action and effect of being robbed of almost everything you have

caldera de lata
CABLE CAN BOILER, explosive, grumpy, conflictive

califórnico
CALIFÓRNICO  californian. The other accepted word is CALIFORNIANO. 2. Related or pertaining to California

caligueva
CALIGÜEVA It is a common word used in Venezuela, funnily from american english origin. As the american technicians
were working on the oil extraction in the hotish area of Zulia they used to say Calid wave so the natives converted to
caligüeva, meaning to be down, sofocated, with no mood to work. If they themselves or seeing somebody else tired and
sofocated they would say TREMENDA CALIGÜEVA QUE CARGA EL AMIGO. What a CALIGÜEVA is he carring on.



Some synonyms, words or similar expressions can be sofocation, drowsy

caligüeva
CALIGÜEVA In Venezuela: common word that, curiously has its origin in the English language.  The American
technicians who began the exploitation of the oil in the Zulia region suffered the suffocating heat and said Calid Wave in
their comoquios.  The locals turned it into caligüeva to say reluctance, laziness, discouragement. 

calilargo
CALILARGO error by COLILARGO

calipedica
CALIPEDICA f .  of CALIPÉDICO

calipédico
CALIPEDIC relative to or belonging to the art of raising beautiful and healthy children. 

calles de pueblo
STREETS OF TOWN expression describing streets of humble characteristics, low and old houses, without much
lighting, possibly unpaved.  with little vehicular circulation, but that could see horses or carts. 

calostro
Colostrum The first milk the newborn takes from his mother's breast.  Colostrum is composed of immunoglobulins,
water, proteins, fats, carbohydrates and other components, having a consistency of yellow serous liquid, although its
composition is not always exactly the same.  It is produced by the mammary glands in the days before delivery and at
the birth of the baby.  The mammary glands are prepared for lactation producing PRECALOSTRUM during the gestation
process. 

cama básica
BASIC BED hospital or clinic bed with the minimum elements to care for a patient.  ICU and ICU beds are highly
complex beds. 

camala
CAMALA Camala is a garden planet located on the V8a Lactea, relatively small but rich in eezo that have recently
colonized the Batarians. 2 .  Kámala is a Sanskrit name (lotus, pale red) that could come from kâma ('desire').  The
feminine term kamalaa means: Laksmi, the Hindu goddess of fortune (according to the Bhagavata-purana, the
Sajitia-darpana, and the Kathá-sarit-ságara) wealth, prosperity (according to the Subhashita-vali).  3 .  In Arabic Kamal
and Kamala means perfection, integrity

camàlic
CAMÀLIC distortion of the name of Sabina Fantoni Kamalich (pronounced CAMÁLIC) (Lima, 1939 - Mexico City; 2017),
of Italian father and Yugoslav mother, better known as Saby Kamalich, ? she was a first star actress of film and
television, famous for the television series Simply Maria.  No aesthetic treatment was ever done because she decided to
age with dignity, because her beauty allowed her.  He died of natural causes from a heart condition. 

camán



CAMÁN its oldest origin comes from the Sanskrit sramana which means ascetic.  He was assigned to a magical priest
or cleric and also a physician in the Indian populations, perhaps from which the shaman derived.  2 .  surname of
Mapuche origin 3 .  Also from the Irish and the various versions of Gaelic caman and camamé, which can be translated
(remotely) as 'crippled, balded'.  4 .  In the English dictionary caman is a stick with which the ball is hit. 

cambio climático
CLIMATE CHANGE meteorological phenomenon of great duration and impact on the lithosphere or surface of the earth.
 It consists of the sustained increase in surface temperature produced by the greenhouse effect, that is, the
accumulation of CO² and other gases, which cause the melting of polar ice, the death and extinction of numerous
species, both for their inability to adjust to the new temperatures, and for the lack of water due to the extensive and
lasting droughts.  In addition, a sustained increase in extreme events and natural debris of great magnitude and
frequency is generated. 

camino de mesa
TABLE PATH Piece of cloth as a tablecloth that covers part of the table along it, hanging at both ends about 30 cms. 

camión cisterna
TANKER TRUCK transport vehicle of significant volumes of liquid, usually from 5 m3 to 20 m3

campero en juegos
Campero en juegos Campero is a pejorative used in shooting games to refer to players who, instead of moving around
the pitch, stay static (camped) at a strategic point so that the other players pounce on each other while remaining
protected with no chance of being caught. 

campesinos
PEASANTS pl .  of CAMPESINO, person who works or lives in the field

campo solar
SOLAR FIELD plain where they are mounted attached next to each other, variable amounts of photovoltaic plates that
convert sunlight into electrical energy, which stored and transferred to the distribution network.  . 

canarios
CANARIES pl .  of canary, gentilicio of the inhabitants of the Canary Islands, Spanish autonomous community
constituted by an archipelago of 8 islands and other islets in the northwest of Africa.  Some research points to the dogs
that inhabited the islands when King Juba II of Mauritania arrived and that, therefore, they were called the Canary
Islands, or islands of dogs. 

cancelado
P.P. of the verb cancelar, to cancel Some synonyms, words or similar expressions can be suspend, suspender

candesioso
CANDESIOSO aberration by CADENTIOUS, which has cadence', rhythm

candiles
LAMPS pl .  of CANDIL , lamp with oil wick .  2 .  Peaks of the antlers of deer and deer. 



candomear
CANDOMEAR in Uruguay: error by CANDOMBEAR colloquially, dancing the candombe or any other type of popular
and festive dance. 

candy bar
CANDY BAR table mounted and decorated with sweets, jelly beans, cookies, assorted sweets, cakes, cupcakes,
chocolates and personalized on a theme or style, so that everything is integrated into the theme of the party, usually a
children's birthday. 

canela cassia
CASSIA CINNAMON Cassia (Cinnamomum aromaticum, Cinnamomum Cassia), also known as Chinese cinnamon, is
and comes from an evergreen tree native to southern China, Bangladesh, India and Vietnam.  Sri Lankan cinnamon or
Ceylon cinnamon is the best quality.  Also popular are Padang cinnamon, Saigon or Amman cinnamon, regina
cinnamon, Goan cinnamon, Malabar cinnamon, Java cinnamon and cayenne cinnamon.  Cassia cinnamon should be
consumed in small quantities because it is hypoglycemic and can produce low sugar that cause discomfort, dizziness
and even fainting. 

caney o kiosko juego de pelota
CANEY.  m .  in Venezuela : Shed with palm or straw roof, without walls and supported by pitchforks In Mapudungun,
Mapuche language, horcon (Orkon), is the blunt right foot that supports the center of the summit (roof) of the ruca
(Mapuche house and / or dwelling). 

cangurismo
CANGURISM 1 .  Babysitting trade, person who takes care of children.  In politics : 2 . take friends and other staff with
you every time you get a certain charge.  3 .  Change stores according to convenience and opportunity. 

canijo
CANIJO in Mexico: heartless, evil.  In Spain : plant or animal of little growth

canijos
CANIJOS pl .  of CANIJO

canobo
CANOBO Canarism .  Large rubber container with handles, which takes the shape of a basket. 

canogias
CANOGY ERROR BY CANOJIA

canojia
CANOJIA canonry .  1 .  Derivative.  of the ant .  canonage 'canon', and this from the Occitan canonge.  1 .  f .  Prebend
by which it belongs to the church council.  2 .  I work where you get good pay and do little or nothing. 

canola
CANOLA Brassica napus, a species of cultivated plant of the brassicaceae family, from which high quality oil is
extracted



canor
CANOR cantor, who sings or can sing: songbirds. 

canotaje
CANOEing rowing sport on canoe or plastic fiber boat

cantuta
CANTUTA Cantua buxifolia, a species of shrub in the family Polemoniaceae. ? It is the national flower of Peru and one
of the two national flowers of Bolivia, ??? and was considered "the sacred flower of the Incas

cantuta
CANTUTA Cantua buxifolia/C], species of shrub belonging to the family Polemoniaceae, with red flowers in the form of a
bouquet.  It is the national flower of Peru and one of the two national flowers of Bolivia, where it is written with the
kantuta spelling.  It occurs in the high valleys and in the Andean region, the other being the PATUJÚ, Amazonian flower
and the plains region.   It was regarded as the 'sacred flower of the Incas'. ? Both flowers are recognized in the 2009
constitution as symbols of the state.  CANTUTA bears some resemblance to copihue lapageria rosea, Chile's national
flowerUsed in Bolivia

cantuto
CANTUTO See CANTUTA

caña mala
CAÑA MALA in Chile: to grab cane is to get drunk.  When drunkenness produces a hangover, how general malaise and
headache, we say that we walk with the bad cane. 

cañaveral carrizo
CAÑAVERAL CARRIZO in Venezuela Chewing tobacco paste that is placed inside a piece of cane.  2 .  Reedbed near
water areas made up of reeds, a tall, thin-stemmed herbaceous plant with flat, lanceolate leaves. 

cañoverales
CAÑO ERALES SPAM

capacidad de cambio
CAPACITY FOR CHANGE adaptability, potential to readjust to new situations.  We can refer to slow processes that take
years, such as genetic mutation to respond to climate change, or the possibility of making instantaneous modifications,
such as metamorphosing into an instant of danger or hunting prey. 

capeada
CAPEADA in gastronomy: from the verb capear, which is covered with egg and ready to be fried

capillos
CAPILLOS pl .  by CAPILLO

car friendly



CAR FRIENDLY Anglicism meaning 'friend of cars'; company that is dedicated to the sale of used cars and 0km. 

cara de bruja
WITCH FACE (woman) very ugly, vile person, evil

características
CHARACTERISTICS commonly used in the plural;  inherent properties (to something or someone) that distinguish it
from others (of its species, family or other parentage) 

carambolo
CARAMBOLO Averrhoa carambola I just want to add deralles nodichis by Danilo .  First it is called FRUIT (DE) STAR
because when making perpendicular cuts the slices form an almost perfect star.  As for its properties, it has the demerit
of being one of the 10 most toxic fruits.  It can cause the death of people xon renal deficiency, because the fruit contains
two dangerous toxins that require kidneys in very good condition to be able to eliminate them. 

caramplón
CARAMPLÓN in Colombia and Venezuela : rifle . 

carcinolgico
CARCINOLGIC SPAM

carco
CARCO in Colombia : company that is dedicated to the commercialization of household appliances.  She is also a
Toyota councilwoman.  2 .  In Italian it means cargo, loaded, for example cargo to be transported or loaded with debts,
pain, etc.  3 . Surname.  Francis Carco .   ( François Carcopino-Tussoli; Nouméa, 1886 - Paris, 1958) French poet and
novelist. 

care culo
CARE CULO in Chile: Tell yourself about the person who has a disgusted or displeased face.  Devious. 

care poto
CARE POTO nickname that is given to people with plump cheeks that resemble buttocks.  2 .  Person with an angry
face Some synonyms, words or similar expressions can be car 39 , e poto , car 39 , e culo

carechucha
CARECHUCHA in Chile: vulgarism by vagina face, or vulvar face.  It is very procaz

careixón
CAREIXÓN Fragaria vesca, in Galician: fruit of the amorodeira, so the Galicians also call it amorodo, morodo or morote.
 It is the strawberry or meruéndano in Spanish. 

carerraja
CARERRAJA in Chile: person who has no shame or shame in committing faults or crimes and making himself the
misunderstanding. 



cargalla
CARGALLA is a store in Madrid, Spain, specializing in Iberian hams, charcuterie, wine bar and gourmet products.  It
seems to be a contraction of proper names such as CARlos GALLArdo or CARmona and GALLArdo. 

cargantería
HEAVY CARGO, annoyance that is caused to someone.  Action of being loader . 

caribe negro
CARIBE NEGRO Brand of products of various kinds, such as ceramics 51x51 in different models, musical CDs,
swimsuits

caribes negros
CARIBES NEGROS see CARIBE NEGRO , a trademark that sells everything from small items to cars

cariocinesis
KARYOKINESis in biology: from the Greek karios, walnut or nucleus, and kinesis, movement; division of the nucleus of
the cell. 

cariocíntico
KARYOCÍNTICO From the Greek karios, 'nut, nucleus' and cyntic, which cintila, from the verb cintilar, to twinkle with
titilations or tremulity.  Nucleus that emits tremulous or twinkling twinkles. 

carioconcia
CARIOCONCIA Julio Cortázar introduced 53 neologisms as part of the glíglico, an invented language, in chapter 68 of
his novel Rayuela, to narrate a sexual encounter between The Magician Lucia and Horacio Oliveira.  This is one of the
31 incorporated nouns (Agopausia , Ambonia , Arnilla , CARINIA , CARIOCONCIA , Clemiso , Clinón .  Some, such as
CARINIA understandable as CARICIA, are variations of Spanish words, but other lemmas are more complex lexical
constructions. 

cariofilácea
CARIOFILÁCEA family of plants whose scientific name is caryophillaceae of which the carnation or carnation (Dianthus
caryophyllus) is a species widespread in the Mediterranean regions and which? is spontaneous in the Iberian Peninsula.
 In its typical form it is a cespitous plant (growing like grass on lawns), aromatic, with numerous stems up to 1 m tall.  It
is the National Flower of Spain. 

carlancuo
CARLANCUO VER CARLANCÚA and CARLANCUA

carlancúa
CARLANCÚA error by CARLANCUA

carmenismo
CARMENISMO Ideology of the leftist Manuela Carmena, former mayor of the Madrid City Council, which has been very
controversial for its rapid rise and fall in 2021. 



carne de cañon
CANNON FODDER ERROR SPELLING BY CANNON FODDER

carne riluda
MEAT RILUDA meat from a very old beef or cow.  See CHILANGA

carne y hueso
REAL FLESH AND BONE

carocaro
CARO CARO 1 .  Contraction of the surnames Caro Caro 2 .  Expression of rejection of the price of something. 

carpa amarilla
YELLOW TENT Cyprinus carpio, from the late Latin carp, and this in turn from the Gothic karpa) ? , freshwater fish, the
most invasive species on the planet. 

carpaza amarilla
YELLOW CARPAZA Cyprinus carpio , see YELLOW TENT or E]GOLDEN CARP

carpentieriano
CARPENTIERIANO relative to or belonging to Christopher Alan Charpentier del Villar, well-known Chilean chef,
television presenter and judge on the MasterChef programs of Chile and Colombia

carpeta de anillas
RING FOLDER Cardboard, cardboard or plastic folder with rings on the back where perforated sheets are inserted.  In
Chile the term rings is unknown and is only used for gymnastics in rings.  In case of bindings we always talk about rings
and rings: filing cabinet of 2 or 3 rings. 

carpidora mecanica
Mechanical spampiator

carpidora mecánica
MECHANICAL CARPIDORA m .  in Arg .  Bowl.  Nic.  Pair.  , P .  Rico and Ur.  Instrument used for carpelling.  weed

carpofogo
CARPOPHOGUE error by CARPOPHAGUS

carrajó
CARRAJÓ plantago lanceolata , medicinal herbaceous plant, vivacious, of the family of plantaginaceae.  In Argentina :
Alpiste pajarero , calracho , carmel , carrajó , grass of the piles , that of the piles In Chile : Plantain minor , Calracho ,
Carrajó , Correola , Rib grass , Lanceola , Sheep's tongue , Llantaina , Narrow leaf plantain .  Anti-cancer plant

carran



CARRAN is very likely to correspond to a typo, for 'run', 'charge', 'cabrán', 'load', 'cardan' or something similar, so
common in this dictionary whose primitive bot does not distinguish between typographical errors, spelling and
neologisms.  There are several CARRAN companies, none worthy of appearing in a dictionary, but I do remember
CARRIAN Group a large company and holding company created in Shanghai in 1977 by a Mr. Tan and that quickly
came to do big business in the 80s, but that went bankrupt, with international scandal, after being involved in several
crimes of corruption and fraud.  2 .  Chilean volcanic group located in Lago Ranco with last activity (to 2022) in 1979 and
last major eruption in 1955. 

carranplon
CARRANPLÓN error by CARRAMPLÓN .  in Colombia and Venezuela : rifle . 

carrera de competición
COMPETITION RACE scheduled sporting event on track or in the water, in a specific djstancia ranging from 50 meters
to a marathon of 42 kms and 195 m (approximately) 

carrera de fondo
LONG-DISTANCE RACE are called this way the races from 5 . 000 meters onwards. 

carrera de obstáculos
OBSTACLE COURSES are pedestrian races of modern athletics, in which to complete obstacles such as fences,
horizontal ropes, water pools, in the shortest possible time.  The most important version is the 3000 meters with
obstacles.  The 2000s is the second longest race.  Some synonyms, words or similar expressions may be steeplechase

carretico
CARRETICO mexicanismo diminutive of car, cart : I ate some tacos in the fast food cart. 

carril bici
BIKE LANE Ciclovía, bisenda, ciclorruta.  Track to circulate with bicycle or with non-motorized devices such as skates
and skateboards.  Scooters are sometimes allowed. 

carrillo
CARRILLO cheek, cheek, especially the most fleshy part Nautical : piece of rigging where ropes are passed, pulley. 

carsharing
CARSHARING compartment of a car in order to reduce costs, pollution, road congestion.  Drivers take turns their
vehicles or share expenses with the driver. In commerce it is a business model of renting vehicles for very short periods,
for example, one hour. 

casa de bolsa
BROKERAGE HOUSE Stock Broker, shareholder of it, which has powers to buy and sell own and third-party shares in
said medium, as well as to carry out operations with other types of securities such as bonds, promissory notes,
currencies, commodities and others. 

casa de seguridad
SAFE HOUSE a safe place for the protection of goods and people.  For police it is a place to hide and protect witnesses



in criminal trials or other people

casa manufacturada
MANUFACTURED HOUSE house that is built modularly and in series in the controlled environment of a factory and
transported in one or more sections on a permanent chassis to the assembly and installation site where the water, light,
gas and signal installations are executed. 

casa prefabricada
PREFABRICATED HOUSE housing that is bought in panels and pieces and that can be moved to be assembled on site
economically and quickly. 

casanareño
CASANAREÑO gentilicio of the inhabitants of Casanare, one of the 32 departments that, together with Bogotá, form the
Republic of Colombia.  Its capital is Yopal.  He is almost 45. 000 km² .  It is located in the Orinoquía region.  It is
bordered on the north by Arauca, on the east by Vichada, on the south by Meta and on the west by Boyacá and
Cundinamarca.  They are casanareños 11 indigenous peoples, namely: Sáliba, Maibén Masiware, Piapoco, Tsiripu,
Amorua, Waipijiwi, Yamalero, Yaruro, Wamonae, Sikuani and U'wa, settled in the resguardos of Caño Mochuelo, Duya,
San Juanito, Paravare, Médano, El Consejo.  Some synonyms, words or similar expressions can be the casanareños
are the natural ones of casanare, colombia

casaquear
CASAQUEAR in Spain, Guatemala, Honduras: try to convince someone with tricks, tricks or tricks

cascaroso
CASCAROSO 1 .  That has a lot of càscara.  2 . A person who likes to make jokes to others, without taking anything
seriously.  3 .  Which has a multi-layered càscara

cascornia
CASCORNIA in Colombia : unpleasant person, who bothers a lot. 

caset
CASSETTE see CASSETTE

casia malabárica
CASIA MALABÁRICA cassia lignea, name of a type of acacia of aromatic bark similar to cinnamon but more woody,
derived from names recorded by Carl von Linné (Charles Linnaeus) in 1785: Cassia Malabarica, Cassia of Malabár,
Cinnamomum seu Canela, Cinamom, Canela de Malabarica and which has given rise to multiple synonyms, some
written as cassia and others as cassia Many food supplements derived from different cassias are sold for their
properties  antioxidants, regenerative capillary and others.  Among others, Henna cassia obovata, cassia cinnamon,
cassias closiana, cassias capers are marketed in Chile.  Carao or cañadistula ( cassia Grandis ) . 

casquete corto
SHORT CAP military type haircut, suitable for people with short hair.  Its use has spread and become fashionable in all
social and age groups, but predominantly in young people.  The most typical are zero cut next to it, making the face look
more elongated than normal. 



castrati
CASTRATI of the Italian 'castrated', surgical intervention in which the testicles were amputated and that was done in
Europe to children between 8 and 12 years old so that they maintained their high voice that sex hormones mutate with
the arrival of adolescence. 

catamarán volador
FLYING CATAMARAN two-hull boat, light weight and little ballast, which requires a lot of attention in its navigation due
to lack of stability, but which allows higher speeds than monohulls.  When reaching a certain speed, similar to an
airplane in the air, the force perpendicular to the forward direction pushes the body upwards and allows it to rise while
sailing.  Basically, the spoiler submerged in water behaves like a wing in the air. 

cataplasmas
POULTICES 1 .  Topical that is applied as a soothing and medicinal emollient Compress 2 .  Heavy person, unbearable

categorias gramaticales
GRAMMATICAL CATEGORY pl .  of GRAMMATICAL CATEGORY .  In my time it was the 9 parts of the sentence:
noun, adjective, article, pronoun, verb, adverb, preposition and interjection.  Today it refers to a linguistic variable that
can take different values.  for example, the class of verbs present different variations or realizations according to their
tense, mode, person, etc.  , and each variable can take different values, for example the variable "time" can take the
values of past, present or future. 

cateme
CATEME phonetics of the acronym KTM, by Kronried and Trukenholz Mattighofen .  KTM Sportmotorcycle AG is an
Austrian motorcycle manufacturer and motorcycle team, which was formed in 1992, but dates back to 1934.  In 1992 the
company was spun off from its parent company KTM, forming 4 different companies, all responding to the KTM brand. 
Initially it was dedicated to off-road motorcycles, but today they have ventured into street motorcycles and car making. 

caterine
CATERINE 1 .  Variant of writing of proper name of Nordic origin CATHERINE 2 . Error by CATHERINE, Action
Adventure and Horror video game with adult content for Playstation 3 and Xbox 360, which lasts 9 nights and an ending.

catherine
CATHERINE Woman's name , .  equivalent to Catarina in Spanish. It derives from the Greek ????????  ( katharos =
"pure" ) .  I consider it one of the most beautiful names that exist 2 .  Horror video game, ? logic? and adventure?
developed and distributed by Atlus for PlayStation 3 and Xbox 360. 

catherine
Catherine is a Mixed Action, Adventure, Horror and Adult Content video game from Atlus and Deep Silver for
PlayStation 3 and Xbox 360.  It explores the pleasures and horrors of love, and the choices we make on its behalf.  
Puzzle, action and adventure game, unique in its genre.  . 

catí de cola anillada
RINGED-TAILED LEMUR CATÍ

catrilo



CATRILO error by CATRILO , a town in La Pampa Province, Argentina . 

catriló
CATRILO in Argentina: Catriló derives from the Mapuche which means "cut dune", catri, 'broken, incomplete, marked,
separated'.  Locality, head of the homonymous department: the easternmost of the province of La Pampa; 558 km from
Buenos Aires and 82 km from Santa Rosa, the provincial capital. 

caudalometría
FLOWOMETRY Part of hydraulics.  Technique dedicated to the measurement of the expenditure of a liquid or gaseous
source. 

cavitaciones
CAVITATIONS pl .  cavitation

cazadera
CAZADERA f. from cazar, 'hunt'; Hunter. The usual word is cazadora, which has also the meaning of a huntinglike
jacket, light sportlike with many pockets.

cazaladrones
THIEF HUNTER (system or device) that helps capture people dedicated to stealing: CAMERA BRICKLAYERS, PROBE
HUNTERS. 

cálifa
CALYFA Spelling error by CALIFA, in Chile: hot person, who is always thinking about sex.  It is also used for dishonest
people, such as a cheater or a scammer.  2 .  from The Arabic Khalifa, representative.  This is the name given to the
direct descendants of Muhammad, who represent him but are not prophets. 

ccs
CCS in Chile : Chamber of Commerce of Santiago .  2 .  CCS, Carbon Capture and Storage, sometimes also carbon
capture and sequestration.   is the collection of carbon dioxide (CO2) for storage in the form of gas or as a different form
of coal, after separating it from oxygen. 

cefalotrax
Cephalotrax SPAM

cejon
CEJON spelling error by CEJÓN, which has wide eyebrows

cejón
EYEBROW that has wide eyebrows

celerida
ACCELERATED error or deformation by SPEED, speed, promptness



cementicia
CEMENTICIA adj .  fiber cement;  are those plates produced by a homogeneous mixture of cement and cellulose fibers
and organic reinforcements.  Drywall is used in interior profiles while cementitious ones are used outdoors for their high
resistance to fire and moisture, for being great thermal and acoustic insulators, and for their versatility. 

cenabita
CENABITA error by CENOBITE

cencerros
COWBELLS pl .  of COWBELL 1 .  Bell 2 .  Musical instrument. 

cenestesia
CENESTHESIA ability to perceive the internal organs of the body. 

cenobita
CENOBITA word meaning "member of a community religious order".  In the original novel Hellraiser the cenobites are
called "theologians of the Order of Incision" and also hierophants.  The Cenobites are fictional characters from Hellraiser
and the films of the saga of the same name.  They also appear in the novel Weavenworld.  All works are by Clive
Barker. 

centenares
HUNDREDS several hundred, by hundreds

centener
CENTENER SPAM

centénico
CENTENIC relative to or belonging to rye.  Not to be confused with CENTENARIO

central espejo
A mirror object, in general, is a duplicate version, similar to the first.  Sometimes it is part of the contingency plan to
solve emergencies in the computer area, such as mirror databases, mirror networks, mirror computer system or central
mirror.  It can be extended to any productive or service area. 

centrales
CENTRAL those who play football in the position of central defender and who leads and orders the defense

centrfugo
CENTRFUGO SPAM

centrologia
CENTROLOGIA error by CENTROLOGIA, a term used by Spanish political commentator Ignacio Varela in El
Confidencial, in the wake of the 2019 Spanish elections.  Formerly centrology was related to the concept that the Earth
was the center of the Universe (or the Sun, failing that).  But as a neologism it refers to the integration of centrism into



political discourse.  Varela affirms that everyone longs to be in the center but that this immaterial and dynamic point
fluctuates permanently according to the conjuncture and each one places it in a different place.  The bottom line is that
politicians, the more lost or confused, the more they mention center or centrism. 

centurias
CENTURIES 1 .  Pl.  of Hundred, century : With the passage of the CENTURIES the colonies were lost.  2 .  Battalion
consisted of 100 men or centurions, which grouped 10 decurias, formed in turn by 10 decurions. 

ceo
Anglicize CEO derived from the acronym of Chief Executive Officer, what we usually call general manager of a
company. 

cepilladero
PLANER IN VENEZUELA: A brushing consists of scraping the ice with a stainless steel or bronze blade, which is then
placed in a glass.  Flavoring of various colors is added to it.  Places like the lake Maracaibo sidewalk where carts sell
scraping are called planers. 

cerillada
IN URUGUAY, where there are practically no high hills, they call CERRILLADA the outcrop of a chain of stone rises of
insignificant height.  Many localities in Uruguay and Argentina bear related names. 

cernícalo americano
AMERICAN KESTREL falca spaverius , falconiforme bird of the family Falconidae .  It is found in almost all of the
Americas, from Canada to Chilean and Argentine Patagonia. ? It has 17 recognized subspecies, of which 3 in Chile
(cinnamominus, peruvianus and fernandensis).  It is of terrestrial habitat. 

cernícola
CERNÍCOLA possible error by Leonardo SERNICOLA .  Italian footballer born in 1997.  He plays as a left back (2023) in
Serie A side Cremonense.  Another possibility is that it is a transposition and it is intended to mention the KESTREL,
also known as red falconcito or cuyaya , common falcón or quilico , ? Falconiform bird of the family Falconidae.  It is a
bird widely used in falconry

cerrillada
CERRILLADA In Uruguay, where there are practically no high hills (the largest is less than 500 meters), they call
CERRILLADA the outcrop of a chain of stone rises of insignificant height.  Many localities in Uruguay and Argentina
bear related names.  In Rivera, Uruguay there is a town called Cerrillada.  It is also used in Argentina. 

cerrilladas
CERILLADAS pl .  of CERILLADA; in Uruguay: succession of stone elements in a low-rise terrain. 

cervntico
CERVNTICO SPAM

cesón
CESÓN error by ASSIGNMENT voluntary renunciation of a thing



cfo
CFO acronym for Chief Financial Officer, i.e. Finance Manager of the company

cfo
CFO acronym for Chief Financial Officer, i.e. Finance Manager of the company

chaca
CHACA chaca bankanensis, a genus of freshwater actinopeterygian fish, the only one of the monotypic family Chacidae,
distributed by rivers and lakes of Southeast Asia and the island of Borneo.  It has 4 caudal and dorsal fins of good size
and a tail also very elongated.  Its mouth is pointed and its eyes are small. It measures up to 24 cms.  2 .  In Chile:
locality in the commune of Camarones, province of Arica, in the north of Chile, near the border with Peru. 

chacas
CHACAS pl .  of CHACA , fish

chachani
CHACHANI Peruvian volcano at 6057 m . s. n . m .  It has little snow despite its height due to the dryness of the air in
the western part of the mountain range. 

chaguarquingos
CHAGUARQUINGOS pl de CHAGUARQUINGO , maguey , ver chaguarquero , chahuarquiru ( chahuar-quiru ) ,
chawarquiru ( chawar-quiru ) 

chakay
CHAKAY in Mapudungun : yellow , hawthorn

chala
CHALA chilenismo derived from CHALALA; originally it was called rawhide sandals.  Today sandals are used more
frequently, especially leather ones, and they are called chalas to slippers or slippers of the house

chalequear
CHALEQUEAR In Co and Ar : Stealing money or valuables from someone, sneaking their pockets or wallet. 2 . In Co: In
a couple, take the woman a little money to her partner, without her noticing. 3 .  In Go and Ch .  Mocking someone,
despising them, discrediting them. 4 .  In Pe .  Extorting someone in exchange for protection (protexia) In Ve.  Obstruct
or hinder the performance of an activity. In Bo: Being a chambón, making mistakes a person in the execution of a job
due to inexperience or little skill. 

chalequeo
CHALEQUEO action and effect of CHALEQUEAR

chambrana
CHAMBRANA coating molding that is put around doors, windows, etc.  It can be a simple bull molding or it can be
carved with vegetable or geometric drawings.  It is common to see them on the Romanesque covers, embracing the last
archivolt.  They are sometimes called "dust jacket" although this word is used more for altarpieces. 



chambranas
CHAMBRANAS pl .  by CHAMBRANA

chancacudo
CHANCACUDO that has a similar appearance and consistency to chancaca In Chile xuando rains fried sopaipillas are
prepared.  They can be served dried or "passed", that is, with a chancaca sauce.  In Chile and Central America it is sold
as a solid sweet in the form of a bar of soap that is made with sugarcane molasses and ground peanuts.  It is heated
and served as the American syrup.  Chancacudo is like molasses. 2 .  Chancaca can also be corn or roasted wheat
ground with honey or brown sugar and prepared in various ways.  Chancacudo is like corn paste with sugar (with which
humitas and xhoclo cake are made). 

chanin
CHANIN female name that has been noted for the murder of CHANIN STARBUCK by her husband Clay and his
subsequent rape of his remains.  Sentenced to life in prison plus a year for rape of his remains in Spokane in 2013 he
appealed in 2021 because today there are better DNA tests and there were allegedly other traces at the scene of the
crime.  CHANIN and Clay had 5 children.  In 2022 the son Loghan disappeared and the CHANIN case returned to the
front page of newspapers and networks. 

chanin
CHANIN probable Castilianization of CHANNING, name of Channing Matthew Tatum, Actor, Dancer, Producer and
American Model.  She began her artistic career as a model and then to act.  He has participated in several films, among
which Step Up of 2006 stands out. 

chaparrita
CHAPARRITA in Chile: A kind of empanada made with a Viennese or a tutro de oollo, wrapped in a sheet of cheese,
and in turn wrapped in a baked dough, like an empanada, but narrow and elongated in shape.  You can add ham,
tomato and oregano resulting almost in a Neapolitan empanada. 

chapeta
CHAPETA reddish spot that appears on the cheek

chapucero
CHAPUCERO in Chile: teacher or person who does a job recently, of poor quality.  A person who draws messy and
imprecise strokes.  Baby who speaks without dominion. 

chaquiña
CHAQUIÑA in Ecuador: trail, derived from CHAQUIÑÁN goat road in Quechua that is used as a shortcut. 

charanguito
CHARANGUITO diminutive of charango, musical instrument similar to the guitar.  2 . song by Savia Andina, which
beautifully says: "Charanguito, againI want in my arms to have youAnd in your little box keepThe secrets of my mind.  .  .
"

charanguito
CHARANGUITO diminutive of charango, musical instrument similar to the guitar.  2 . song by Savia Andina, which
beautifully says: "Charanguito, againI want in my arms to have youAnd in your little box keepThe secrets of my mind.  .  .



"

charapita
CHARAPITA in Peru: diminutive of CHARAPA, gentilicio that is given to the people of the Amazon, generally with a
pejorative connotation.  There is an urban myth that charapas have a very high libido, which can satisfy any man. 
Considering that culturally they are more liberal, this entails 3 big problems: first, being prominent in the number of child
and teenage pregnancies.  Second, having a large number of venereal diseases and HIV and third being participants in
sex tourism, human trafficking and harassment for the belief of collective nymphomanism that leads to violence against
women. 

charcuteras
CHARCUTERAS f .  pl.  of CHARCUTERO, person who prepares meat products according to a formulation, applies
preservatives, obtains prepared dishes and cured products such as choricillo, Primera, salame, sausage, prosciuto,
applies pasteurizing and sterilizing heat treatment, and then packages and labels.  It also performs other tasks such as
receiving, storing, sanitizing the facilities, cleaning and disinfecting, applying safety and hygiene standards. 

charcutero
CHARCUTERIE 1 .  person who manufactures processed meat products, and whose own or delegated functions are: -
Prepare, store and distribute the meats and auxiliary material involved in the preparation.  . - Prepare and incorporate
salted fish and preservatives to stabilize the products. - Prepare meat doughs according to the recipe and then use them
generating elaborate meat products: such as sausages, chorizo, sausage, salami, prosciuto- Produce culinary recipes
and prepared dishes- Obtain cured products. - Apply heat to pasteurize or sterilize products. - Packaging and labeling
meat products made for sale. 2 .  Person who sells charcuterie, processed meat products. 

charrasca
CHARRASCA percussion musical instrument of African origin used by Latin American tropical music.  It consists of an
animal jaw or a cylinder of wood or fluted metal on the surface of which a wand is scraped. 

chascarros
CHASCARROS pl .  by CHASCARRO

chasu
CHASU error for Chashu, the Japanese name for this dish, actually comes from the Cantonese dish "char-siu,"  or
chapsui, meaning "fork roasted."  Though the names and some of the flavors are pretty the same, the dishes are
prepared differently. Cantonese char-siu is roasted after marinating in a sweet sauce with five spice powder and often
red food dye.

chatear con pablo
CHAT WITH PAUL chat comes from the English CHAT, irrelevant conversation, chatter.  Chatting is conversing through
platforms to that effect in social networks through the cell phone, tablet, computer or other electronic device. 

chauchera
CHAUCHERA Wallet .  In Chile formerly the weight of silver and the weight of copper alloy was divided into coins of 20
cents, called chauchas and that served to pay for the collective locomotion, which was worth precisely a chaucha.  That
is why it was very common among women to have chauchas in the chauchera.  The men kept them in the bags inside
the pockets or in a small pocket on the edge of the belt or on the inner lining of the jacket. 



chauvismo
CHAUVISM error by CHAUVINISM

chavalilla
CHAVALILLA In Spain: CHAVAL, CHAVALA is a person who is very young or has few years. Chavalilla is a diminutive
of the f. chavala Some synonyms, words or similar expressions can be little girl

cheesecake
CHEESECAKE cheesecake or cheese kuchen, based on Philadelphia cheese, or ricotta, cottage cheese, quark cheese,
in addition to sugar and sometimes other ingredients, such as: eggs, cream of milk or cream, flour, potato, almonds or
berries

cheito
CHEITO fancy name of José Pablo González Maldonado, popularly known as Cheíto González and nicknamed the
Arecibo goldfinch, (Arecibo, Puerto Rico; January 21, 1935 – Chicago, Illinois; December 10, 1962) was a famous Puerto Rican singer, songwriter and guitarist. He died of an overdose at the age of 27, leaving him dead inside a car parked near the exit of the place where he had acted a short time ago.  2 .  Miguel Mauricio Ramírez Pérez ( n .  Santiago , June 1970 ) is a former Chilean footballer and coach of the Universidad de Concepción of the Primera B of Chile.  He played as a defender and his last club was Colo-Colo. 

chelele
CHELELE person with blond hair. 

chic-sport
CHIC-SPORT error by CHIC-SPORTS Elegant fashion in sportswear.  Some synonyms, words or similar expressions
can be sportschic, sports chic, sports chic, chic sports

chicas alegres
CHEERFUL GIRLS pl . of CHEERFUL GIRL, woman of dissipated life, who negotiates with her body. 

chichayote
CHICHAYOTE sechium edule, in Mexico: from the Nahuatl tzintli, 'lo de abajo', and chayotli, 'chayote': that is, root of the
chayote.  Root of the chayote plant, starchy tuber, with light brown skin and white and firm pulp, similar to that of the
jicama.  The most desirable reach 12 cm in diameter and up to 40 in length.  the most common way to consume it is
capeada and served in tomato broth; that is, the root is sliced and stuffed with cheese to make a kind of empanada
capeada with egg, fried and then dipped in the sauce.  The recipes and names of these stews vary from one place to
another, as they are made with local cheeses and the caldillo contains some of the regional chiles, which are very
varied. 

chichichaque
CHICHICHAQUE See CHIQUICHAQUE

chichicuilote
CHICHICUILOTE In Mexico : From the Nahuatl atzicuilotl, which comes from atl, water, tzitzicuiltic, skinny, and huilotl,
pigeon; 'skinny water pigeon'.  Migratory bird of which there are 11 species in Mexico They belong to the family
Scolopacidae of the order of the caradriformes, It is a small bird, similar to the pigeon, thin and straight beak, which lives
near the sea, lakes or swamps, and whose meat is edible

chicuri



CHICURI catellanized spelling of CHIKURI, Japanese word meaning 'stabbing pain' or 'storytelling'.  2 .  Brand of
pillowcase sold on Amazon (2022) 3 .  Proper name

chifladas
CRACKPOTS f .  pl.  of CRACKPOT , crazy , striped , insane

chiguite
CHIGUITE error by CHIGUITE

chigüire
CHIGÜIRE also known as capybara or capybara, is a common large-sized rodent in wooded and tropical areas.  It lives
in Central and South America, and is familiar with chinchillas, coipos and guinea pigs.  Some people have them as pets

chikuncunya
CHIKUNCUNYA arboviral disease transmitted by mosquitoes, appearing between 4 and 8 days after being bitten.   It
was first described by an outbreak recorded in southern Tanzania in 1952.  The causative viruses are species of the
genus Alphavirus, which are RNA viruses of the family Togaviridae.  For 50 years it was confined to Africa and Asia.  It
has been presented since 2004 in almost the entire planet, except Australia and the poles. 

chilenizante
CHILENIZANTE that assimilates to the Chilean. 

chill-out
CHILL-OUT contemporary musical genre that includes genres with one trait in common: its harmonious, relaxed and
very calm composition

chilli pepper
CHILLI PEPPER English expression misspelled because the correct thing is CHILI PEPPERS, pepper is pepper and
chili peppers is chili pepper

chilocuil
CHILOCUIL See a detailed explanation in CHINICUIL

chilocuilin
CHILOCUILIN Hypopta agavis and also Comadia redtenbacheri from Nahuatl means chili worm that breeds at the base
of the maguey penca Some synonyms, words or similar expressions can be chinicuil, chilocuil

chiludo
CHILUDO person of strong character and who is easily altered.  Bossy

chimeneas
FIREPLACES pl .  of FIREPLACE



chinarros
CHINARROS pl .  of CHINARRO in Spain: stone bigger than a Chinese one.  A Chinese is to cast luck with a small,
rounded stone in a wielded hand.  The one who points the hand with the stone loses. 

chingalé
CHINGALÉ in Mexico : error by ¡CHÍNGALE! Work, hurry up.  It is disrespectful, and even less if you say CHINGALÉ,
scumbag!

chinguiza
CHINGUIZA In Mexico: fast run, escape, fast escape. Some synonyms, words or similar expressions can be runaway,
escapade

chinización
CHINIZATION assimilate to the Chinese. 

chipeada
CHIPEADA Part .  Past, f of CHIPEAR This is actually a spelling error of who consults, because what really interests him
for sure is the neologism SHIPPEAR, which has become fashionable in social networks.  2 .  Repl.  The action of
chipping into a poker pass, point and banking (bacarat) or other gambling game with chips.  Some synonyms, words or
similar expressions may be shippear

chipear
CHIPEAR In gambling, put chips to participate or continue competing for the jackpot.  It is an anglicism derived from
CHIP, 'token'

chiquipark
CHIQUIPARK playground of entertainment, with adequate equipment to celebrate birthdays of children and adults. 

chira
CHIRA canna indicates rhizomatous plant with erect stems up to 2 m.  They have pale green lanceolate leaves (there
are purple varieties).  The flowers are tubular in shape with terminal clusters at the end of a thick peduncle.  They are of
colorful colors: red, yellow, pink or orange.  2 .  Genus of spiders in the family Salticidae.  They are found in South and
Central America.  3 .  In Colombia: jirón, torn piece of a dress.  T

chiramelo
CHIRAMELO see CARAMBOLO

chiras
CHIRAS pl .  of CHIRA plant and spider . 

chirgo
CHIRGO coloq .  m .  from portuguese dial .  chisco, small portion; Splash of water or other liquid, especially if it comes
out violently.  2 .  In Mexico : m .  and f .  Disheveled, with messy hair, neglected, unprotected, of poor quality.  For the
Mexican academy of the language it means enclenque, stunted. 



chirimiques
CHIRIMIQUES word invented to replace the name of the espadrilles.  See GARABALTAS

chiringuito-coctelería
CHIRINGUITO-COCTELERÍA It has no meaning different from the use of CHIRINGUITO and COCKTAIL BAR
separately.  Possibly it can be read in a wine list header of a chiringuito on a Spanish beach. 

chiro
CHIRO in Argentina: friendly, friendly.  In Colombia: person who lives on the street.  'to be in the filth'.  In Venezuela:
'pelao', being clean, without one.  In Ecuador: person without money. 

chiros
CHIROS pl .  by CHIRO

chirrinchi
CHIRRINCHI in Colombia: artisanal drink that is produced throughout La Guajira.  It is very popular among Wayuu
Indians due to the importance within their traditions and the medicinal properties it is given.  CHINCHIRRE, pyrrhin or
stick and is made of seven herbs that can vary depending on tastes: Chamomile, marjoram, citron, mint, fennel, lemon
and basil are the most used, and should be left for more than 15 days to achieve a good flavor

chirrinchi
CHIRRINCHI in Colombia: 35° alcoholic beberage derivated from 'guarapo' name given in domestic houses of andinian
towns to a fermented beberage produced from cane honey or panela. Some synonyms, words or similar expressions
can be chrrrinche

chistes cortos
SHORT JOKES jokes of few words, often between two and four short sentences: -her husband sends her these flowers.
 -I will have to receive it with my legs open is late.  --Why? In your house you don't have a vase?

chistes verdes
GREEN JOKES Jokes about sex.  The Green thing does not have to do with ecology but with the fact that the old are
still immature, or have returned to their wanderings as young but without their past power. 

chiti
CHITI onomatopoeia of the engine noise of an old car that eccentric inventor Caractacus Potts turns into a flying car and
swimmer in the 1968 children's musical film, Chity Chity Bang Bang.  2 .  Spanglish by cheat, deceptive, english cheat,
cheat, cheat: Chiti (cheaty) add, misleading notice

chiuche
CHIUCHE 1 .   (from Quechua and Aymara: chiwchi), of onomatopoeic formation, has the meanings of 'chick' and, by
extension, 'child'.  It is widespread throughout the Sierra de sustrato Quechua and Aymara.  2 .  In Peru : In Peru.  The
chiuche con leche is a delicious Cajamarca dessert based on mazamorra E pumpkin that cutervinos usually eat on
holidays or family afternoons

chivirica



CHIVIRICA in Rep.  Dominican Republic and Puerto Rico: colloquial, flirtatious woman who likes to be surrounded by
men

chochoyos
CHOCHOYOS error by CHOCOYOS pl .  The pacific parakeet is a species of parakeet, although it was long considered
a subspecies of Psittacara holochlorus.  Chocoyo is very popular as a pet in Central American countries, mainly in
Nicaragua and El Salvador. 

chocoyo
Chocoyo Psittacara strenuusThe peaceful parakeet popularly known as chocoyo zapoyol is a species of parakeet,
although it was long considered a subspecies of Psittacara holochlorus.  Chocoyo is very popular as a pet in Central
American countries, mainly in Nicaragua and El Salvador.  Wikipedia

chofa
CHOFA is a decorative ornamentation of Laotian and Thai architecture, adorning the top and end of the ceilings of
temples and palaces in most of the Oaises of Southeast Asia. 

cholote
CHOLOTE mexicanismo by CHOLO, from Quechua chulu 'mestizo', born to parents of different ethnicities.  It's an insult.
 Some relate it to the Nahuatl xolo, from xoloescuintle 'peeled dog'.  In America it is used to designate the original
peoples, excluding, therefore, whites, Creoles, blacks, Afro-descendants, Asians, mulattoes and zambos. 

chongazo
CHONGAZO in Mexico : brutal coup

chonguito
CHONGUITO diminutive of CHONGO , residue , small piece that remains or is taken from a whole

choquia
CHOQUIA see CHUQIA

choquiya
CHOQUIYA choquilla deformation; 1 .  Nutella species 2 .  In Mexico : From the Nahuatl xoquializtli, stinky, badly smelly.
 It is defined as 'something with a bad smell, usually poorly washed dishes that smell of grease or rotten'.  Some
synonyms, words or similar expressions may be choquia, choquiaque, choquio, choquillo

chorrillanas
CHORRILLANAS pl .  of CHORRILLANA, typical Chilean and Peruvian dish

chotia
CHOTIA in Cuba and Mexico: joke, fun at someone's expense.  In Puerto Rico: disclosure that is made to the police or
other authority. 

chuchaki



CHUCHAKI del Quichua chaqui, 'discomfort that is felt after chewing coca'; in Ecuador : state of discomfort felt after a
drunkenness

chuchi
CHUCHI is a nickname between couples that means tender.  In Mexico: animal character in the form of a muppet who is
neither child nor adult, and who helps children and adolescents find their loved ones.  It was a series of 7 episodes
made by the Network for the Rights of the Child Mexico (REDIM) and the National Search Commission (CNB), with
support from the Embassy of the European Union in Mexico (EU), 

chuchii
CHUCHII error by CHUCHI

chuchumbe
CHUCHUMBE see CHUCHUMBÉ

chuchumbé
CHUCHUMBÉ IN Mexico: half new and half traditional musical piece, belonging to the Son Jarocho, popularized in the
mid-eighteenth century and that continues to be interpreted in its modern version in concerts and in the fandangos, in
various areas of the state of Veracruz. 

chucum
CHUCUM El Chukum is a mixture of the resin of the tree of the same name with white Portland composite cement and
limestone (calcium carbonate) extracted from the Yucatan region, to create architectural finishes in contemporary
constructions

chujo
CHUJO another spelling of SHÔJO comes from the romanization of Japanese ?? , which means 'young girl'.  .  This
name is given to anime and manga dedicated especially to young teenage girls and in which commonly the protagonist
is a woman. 

chulapona
CHULAPONA La chulapona is a zarzuela in three acts, with music by Federico Moreno Torroba and libretto by Federico
Romero Sarachaga and Guillermo Fernández-Shaw Iturralde.  It premiered at the Teatro Calderón in Madrid on March
31, 1934 2 . Chulapo .  Name masc and fem . 

chulenga
CHULENGA f .  of CHULENGO , guanaco mamón . 

chulupacas
CHULUPACAS pl .  of CHULUPACA , see vinchuca

chuma
CHUMA Compadre de Condorito, Chilean comic strip character.  2 .  Nickname of a dangerous criminal, who fled to
Argentina.  He was captured by Interpol Argentina, but bribed 3 policemen at the Buenos Aires police station where he
was arrested and fled, to be recaptured months later.  Consequently, Chile proceeded to the "formalization in absentia"



of Miguel Vega Pérez, alias "El Chuma", accused of the murders of Jhans (26) and Agustina Ceballos (6), perpetrated
on January 23 in the commune of Ovalle, in northern Chile. 

chumado
CHUMADO in Argentina and Ecuador: person who has his mental abilities blocked by being drunk

chupandillo
CHUPANDILLO []C]Cyrtocarpa proceraThe chupandío, chupandillo, cupandilla or coco de cerro is an endemic tree of
Mexico.  Its consumption is abundant in Oaxaca, Guerrero, Jalisco, Morelos and regions of Puebla, where the fruit is
eaten fresh, canned and jam.  Sauces and liqueurs are also made.  It is common to find it where copal trees abound. 

chuquia
Chuquia from the Nahuatl xoquialitzli, something stinky and foul smelling choquía The Dictionary of Mexicanisms of the
Mexican Academy of Language, says that choquía is an "unpleasant smell that keeps things as a result of poor washing
or drying". 

chutito
CHUTITO Diminitivo de CHUTO , Pene , pichula , phallus

chuzpa
CHUZPA delbingles CHUTZPAH, and, at the same time, Yiddish; patude, extreme boldness, high self-esteem

cibercompra
CIBERCOMPRA purchase of product or service through the Internet. 

ciberespía
CYBERSPY spy that is handled through computer networks

ciberexperto
CIBEREXPERTO person specialized in everything related to computer networks, hw and sw associated

cibor
CIBOR error by CYBORG or CYBORG Living organism supplemented with mechanical or electronic parts that enhance
its normal capabilities.  Niel Harbbison is the first CYBORG because he had an antenna installed connected to the skull
that allows him to hear the various sounds equivalent to the different frequencies of the colors, because he has
achromatopsia.  It also allows you to receive images in the brain, view the Internet and receive calls. 

cicatrizota
SCAR ON THE SCAR.  Large scar

ciclofosfamida
CYCLOPHOSPHAMIDE C7H15Cl2N2O2P drug of the group of alkylating agents used as an antineoplastic and
immunosuppressant Some synonyms, words or similar expressions may be ® marcascitoxan®, neosar®,
cytophosphane®, genuxal®, endoxan®



ciclones
CYCLONES pl .  CYCLONE, hurricane, typhoon, storm

ciclotrn
CYCLOTRN SPAM

científico-tecnológica
SCIENTIFIC-TECHNOLOGICAL f .  of SCIENTIFIC-TECHNOLOGICAL

ciervo canadiense
CANADIAN DEER cervus canadiensis see WAPITÍ

ciénegas
SWAMPS pl .  of SWAMP, place full of silt, swampy. 

cigüenza
CIGÜENZA error by SIGÜENZA , municipality of Guadalajara , Spain

cilantro de monte
CILANTRO DE MONTE The cilantro de monte Eryngium foetidum L .  biennial land grass of the family Apiaceae, of
tropical origin very frequent in America, Africa and the Caribbean.   The arrival of Europeans in the fifteenth century,
allowed it to spread to various regions of Asia and Europe. It is anti-inflammatory so it relieves artistic pains.  It has
antibacterial properties and is effective in eliminating salmonella in food.  Like avocado, it increases good cholesterol
(HDL) and reduces bad cholesterol (LDL). 

cilindro de gas
GAS CYLINDER molten iron cylinder for the storage and transport of liquefied gas. 

cintilación
CINTILATION Emission of beams of light as scintillations but that are not constant but that flicker or are trembling, as in
the discs with balls of mirrors amvientadas with special effects or in environments with psychedelic and strobe lights.  . 

cio
CIO acronym for Chief Information Officer, or Computer Manager, responsible for the processes of exploitation of
information technology systems and from the point of view of planning future requirements. 

ciriga
CIRIGA or Punta Ciriga place in Sicily, Italy. 

cirigaa
CIRIGAA SPAM

cirugía facial



FACIAL SURGERY Corrective surgical intervention of facial defects whether congenital, trauma or accident or simply to
beautify the face. 

cistocele
CYSTOCELE occurs when the bladder wall protrudes into the vaginal space.  This occurs when the muscles and tissues
that support the bladder give way.  Symptoms are: Difficulty urinating. Feeling like you have to "go" even immediately
after urinating. Feeling of heaviness or pressure in the vaginal area. Infections

citofago
CYTOPHAGUS error by CYTOPHAGUS, which feeds on cells

citófago
CYTOPHAGUS that feeds on cells.  See also PHYTOPHAGUS and LITHOPHAGUS

civilizacional
CIVILIZATIONAL relative to or belonging to civilization

clarísimo
VERY CLEAR 1 .  which is clearly explained, which has been fully understood.  Without a doubt.  2 .  which is extremely
light or transparent in color. 

claro translúcido
Both terms are synonymous, and possibly a comma was missing from the list of synonyms of another definition. 
Transparent, which can be easily seen through.  2 .  It is of great clarity, simple, simple. 

clave secreta
SECRET KEY Combination of characters or words that allow you to open a physical or logical bolt to access a physical
or virtual place, or to activate devices, doors, motors or other elements. 

cláusula de aceleración
ACCELERATION CLAUSE 1 .  Contractual rule that allows the payment of all outstanding debt to be enforceable in the
event of a certain delinquency in the fulfillment of the fertilizers.  2 .  The European community has established 3 rules to
facilitate agreements regarding rules that affect the sovereignty of the Member States: the PASSERELLE CLAUSE, the
BRAKE CLAUSE and the ACCELERATOR CLAUSE, The latter accelerates integration between EU countries

cláusula de acelerador
ACCELERATOR CLAUSE Clause established by the European Parliament in its statutes to accelerate the integration of
Member States.  See PASSERELLE CLAUSE, BRAKE CLAUSE.  Not to be confused with ACCELERATION CLAUSE

cláusula de freno
THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITY HAS IMPLEMENTED 3 CLAUSES TO FACILITATE THE LEGISLATIVE
PROCEDURES OF THE SAME.   The brake clauses have been created in order to be able to apply the ordinary
legislative procedure in these three policy areas1 .  Measures to coordinate social security schemes for migrant
workers;2 .  judicial cooperation in criminal matters. 3 .  The establishment of common rules for certain criminal offences.
 



cláusula pasarela
THE TREATY of Lisbon has made the ordinary legislative procedures more flexible, creating 3 new instances: the
passerelle clause, the brake clause and the acceleration clause.  The first makes it possible to repeal the legislative
procedure initially provided for by the Treaties.  In particular, it allows: 'to move' from a special legislative procedure to
the ordinary legislative procedure for the adoption of an act in a given area;' to move from a unanimous vote to a
qualified majority vote to adopt an act in a given area. Activation must always be adopted by unanimity of the Council or
the European Council.  Thus, Member States must all agree before they can activate such a clause. 

cle
CLE in Chile : Center for Educational Leadership.  2 .  CLÉ, with accent, means 'key' in French

cle
CLE'MISO SPAM

cle
CLE miso spam

cle
CLÉ MISO SPAM

clemismo
CLEMISM someone from the dictionary likes from time to time, or when he has no material, to deform the words of Julio
Cortázar.  Once again, the phrase, starts from the description of the sexual act between the Maga and the protagonist of
Rayuela, and says like this: "As soon as he amalated the noema, she was crowded the clémiso and fell into
hydromurias, in wild ambonios, in sustalos.  .  . "Each one interpeta coledates plemiso as he wants.  Who believes that
you can enrich the gyrgolic, let you write your own novel and then ask to enter the terms here.  Today he only adds
garbage. 

cle´miso
CLE miso spam

clickar
CLICK Anglicism derived from TO CLICK by touching or pressing a button

clida
CLIDA in Mexico : error by CLIDDA Some synonyms, words or similar expressions can be clidda, clinic detection and
automarized diagnosis

clidda
CLIDDA In Mexico Automarized Detection and Diagnosis Clinic.  Service that is granted to active and healthy Mexican
federal public employees over the age of 25 who are listed on the ISSSTE. 

climagate
CLIMAGATE incident occurred since November 2019, in which the CRU (Climatic Research Unit) of the University of
West Anglia, Norfolk, England was hacked.  The criminals anonymously published on the Internet more than 3000



documents and 1000 conversations between scientists about global warming.  Netizens passed them on to the media,
who created uncertainty and paranoia about a conspiracy of scientists in a false theory of anthropogenic global warming,
which could not be proven. 

climometro
CLIMOMETER spelling error by CLINOMETER

clinon
CLINON spelling error by CLINÓN

clinómetro
CLINOMETER inclination meter, measuring device used to determine the angle in sexagesimal degrees, with respect to
the vertical, of different objects.  Formerly it was used to determine the angle of fire in artillery pieces

clínex
CLÍNEX Spanish version of Kleenex. Kimberly-Clark company produces towels, hygienic paper with the Kleenex brand
and femenin hygienic towels with the Kotex brand, Cotex in Spanish. Some synonyms, words or similar expressions can
be kleenex

clínicos
CLINICIANS pl .  of CLINICian relative to the clinic

cloacalizar
SEWER Build sewers to move waste from human digestion to waste treatment plants or to an appropriate discharge
site. 

clock
CLOCK clock in English.  2 .  Exclamation to warn that time is up. 

cloruro de calcio
CALCIUM CHLORIDE Odorless inorganic compound, white produced from hydrochloric acid (HCl) and calcium.  Braun
Calcium Chloride 100 mg/ml is a solution for injection used as an adjuvant in cardiac resuscitation, in the treatment of
central nervous system depression due to hypermagnesemia, in the treatment of hyperkalemia. Calcium chloride is
frequently used in daily life.  In industry, for example, it is used in the mixing of concrete to accelerate its setting, which,
in normal situations, is 28 days.  It is common to find it in plastics and is put in the water of swimming pools to keep its
PH stable and adjust its hardness.  It is also used in drilling muds to drill oil wells. 

cloud gaming
CLOUD GAMING English voiceover derived from CLOUD, cloud and gaming, playing action, entertainment. ;
technology that has been seeking for several years to become independent of physical consoles through the
manipulation of the games of a lifetime through remote software with a connection to the cloud.  This makes it possible
to transport such software anywhere and play freely without requiring so many connections.  The necessary speeds are
only now possible with 5G technology. 

co-control



CO-CONTROL participatory control, shared

coachee
COACHEE anglicism by which you are receiving a professional coaching or guide from a Coach or coach.  In English
the suffix EE is added to the noun to indicate the one who receives the action: trustee is that receives or obtains the
trust, nominee, the nominee, the one who receives the nomination. 

coatí de cola anillada sudamericano
SOUTH AMERICAN RING-TAILED COATI species of carnivorous mammal of the family of the procyonids that inhabits
predominantly in the South American jungles and the southern part of Central America.  Its tail has alternating white
rings with rings the color of the rest of its skin.

coaxión
COAXION force or physical or psychological violence that is exerted on any person or group to perform actions against
their will

cobacha
COBACHA error by COVACHA, small cave, 2 House or small and humble room.  Covacha is a place like a cave or
something similar to a cave, hence covacha, a derogatory cave, so from here on think of a cuevita and you will always
write the word with the right phoneme. 

cobán
COBÁN in q' eqchi language means 'between clouds', mountainous city at 1320 m high, in the central region of
Guatemala, where cardamom and coffee are grown.  It is the head of the Department of Alta Verapaz. 

cobijita
DIMINUTIVE blanket of blanket, blanket or blanket. 

coca cola
COCA COLA fantasy drink based on sparkling water, burnt sugar and other ingredients.  It originally contained cocaine,
hence its name.  In 1886, in Atlanta, pharmacist John S.  Pemberton worked on a syrup to incorporate it into the bottles
left to those who stayed in the hot springs in the area.  According to the company, today only 3 people in the world know
the formula, which with the advances of modern chemistry, is very difficult to believe.  In addition, it is kept in a vault in
the United States.   . 

cocalisa
COCALISA Fantasy name used on twitter and other social networks.  He is the female of Cocoliso, the adopted son of
Popeye the sailor. 

cocapitalidad
COCAPITALITY Condition of sharing two or more populations the capital of a country, of an autonomous community, of
a province or of a district.  There is CO-CAPITALization in countries where the political capital is different from the
commercial capital. 

cochinos



PIGS pl .  of COCHINO; 1 .  Dirty 2 .  Pork , pig

cocina de barro
CLAY KITCHEN oven made of adobe

cockpit
COCKPIT anglicism by cockpit

cocoliso
COCOLISO Adopted son of Popeye the sailor, baby who appeared in 1933, using a coliseum, or enterito closed by the
feet with a rubber and that caused the record mass sale of those clothes in that year. 

cocolla
COCOLLA scapular .  Monastic dress, consists of a large closed cap, with or without the sleeves and lid. 

cocorito
COCORITO is an adverb derived from the esuskera kokorito, meaning squatting.  In some parts of Mexico, the
husbands of hairdressers are called cocorro.  It is also a large, hairless animal that lives in the catatumbo region.  In
Colombia kokoriko is a fast food chain that has at least 107 stores in the country

cocoyol
COCOYOL in Mexico: acrocomia aculeata, from Nahuatl, 'palm or rattlesnake),, tropical palm tree found in the Yucatan
Peninsula in Mexico and in tropical areas of America.  From the stem of the palm emanates a sap called TABERNA,
which is consumed by a large part of the population of the regions of the Sierra Madre de Chiapas, and is attributed
medicinal properties for the cure of gastrointestinal diseases Some synonyms, words or similar expressions can be
coyol, coyolli, ? tabs of tabago , ? spiny palm of the Antilles, ? corozo of colombia and venezuela , ? mbocayá , wine
palm , grugru , paraguay nut , totaí

codicelo
CODICELO present or imperative of the verb CODECIR, accompany another in saying something .  Reinforce and
support what has been said by another.  2 .  Present or imperative of CODICEAR, put together a codex.   Pre-Hispanic
codices (books of a religious nature) can have five formats: strip, screen, roll, canvas and sheet. 

cofinanciada
CO-FINANCED f .  of CO-FINANCED

cofinanciado
CO-FINANCED co-financed participants, get the money from more than one source. 

cogestionaria
CO-MANAGEMENT f .  it is said of who shares the management with another or others. 

cognoscitivo
COGNITIVE relative or belonging to knowledge : cognitive process



coi
IOC stands for International Olympic Committee

coinventor
COINVENTOR inventor who has participated jointly with third parties in an invention.  The prefix CO- stands for "in
conjunction with another(s)"

cola de zorro
FOXTAIL.  Ceratophyllum demersum, perennial plant of the grass family, with articulated root, stem of 30 to 80 cm, flat,
linear and lanceolate leaves, and flowers in cylindrical tirso with long and parallel edges, resembling the tail of a fox.  It is
an aquatic plant widely used in the design of parks and public places.  It is seen in tropical and temperate regions. 

colegio privado
PRIVATE SCHOOL school that is fully financed with the tuition and monthly payments of parents and guardians, without
state subsidy. 

coleretico
COLERETICO SPAM

colerético
COLERETICO .  Relative to agents that stimulate the production of bile in liver cells, such as fats, fatty acids and bile
acids. 

colestol
COLESTOL error by CORTISOL, stress hormone generated by the adrenal glands

colgar de los testículos
HANGING FROM THE TESTICLES figuratively threatening exemplary punishment

colgar los habitos
HANGING HABITS (and not habits) euphemism for retiring, retiring from a profession, trade or position. 

colgar o propender
HANGING OR TENDING TO HANG is not paronymous or less synonymous with PROPENDER so they should be
consulted separately.  Hanging refers to suspending something with a hook, hook, rope, pitchfork or similar.  It is also
used in the sense of charging a crime, fault or defect to someone.  On the other hand, PROPENDER means having a
tendency towards something.

colicistitis aliasica
AKARIC COLICISTITIS error due TO ALTIASIC COLICISTITIS

colicistitis alitiásica
ALTIASIC CHOLICITIS is an inflammation of the gallbladder and, unlike lithiasis, occurs in the absence of gallstones. 
Litis is stone in Latin. 



colilargo
COLILARGO Oligoryzomys longicaudatus is a species of rodent in the Cricetidae family.  It lives in Chile and Argentina
at less than 2000 meters above sea level, in foothills and near the water.  Its name derives from the fact that it measures
about 6 cms but its tail measures 11 and 15 cms.  It is confused with the parakeet, which is a large mouse, like a small
cat.  It is of great concern in the southern region of Chile and Argentina, as it is a carrier of HANTAVIRUS and can
transmit it through feces to humans, most often with fatal consequences, as immediate antidotes are required to
counteract the effects. 

coliñero
COLIÑERO of the Asturian COLIÑERU , hollow between the walls of two different houses. 

colombinas
COLOMBINAS pl de COLOMBINA, Colombian company of 6500 direct workers, founded in 1918 in Valle del Cauca,
which produces various types of food, such as sweets, cookies, ice cream, candies.  It also distributes coffee and other
products such as tuna and sardines Van Camp's. 

color del ciervo
DEER COLOR most of its fur is BEIGE, a light brown. 

colorante primario
PRIMARY DYE To study microorganisms, Gram staining is used.  Dyes are substances that have the ability to stain
cells, structures or tissues.  According to their origin, they allow to make microscopic and transparent objects visible, to
know their shape and size, as well as their internal and external structures.  Crystal violet is the best primary dye for a
Gram stain.  The color difference is related to the type of bacterial wall: violet-colored cells (Gram-positive wall bacteria)
and pink cells (Gram-negative wall bacteria).  Safranin is a secondary or contratinction dye that stains bacteria that
could not retain the violet-iodine crystal complex.

colorante rojo
RED DYE the most carcinogenic of the additive chemicals in the food industry.  In particular red 2 and red 4 are today
banned in the United States and several other countries of the world.  Decades ago, Maraschino cherries, used in
martinis and other cocktails, were no longer sold in warehouses and supermarkets because they were carcinogenic
because they were embedded in red dye. The Bactereological Institute of the Ministry of Health of Chile showed that
sodas were more carcinogenic the closer to red were the dyes used.  The flavors of strawberry, raspberry, cherry are
the most harmful. Avoid them.   . 

colorway
COLORWAY anglicism for 'color mode'; It is the particular combination of colors that has pair of sneakers.  Some
combinations receive, as well, a specific nickname. 

coloyo
COLOYO 1 in Colombia: In Lleida, on Route 43, there is a place called Barrio Brisas de Coloyo.  Also near Lleida is the
city of Coloya.   2 .  Master Leo Song (2021) 3 .  Chinese company that manufactures perfumes and cosmetics since
1997. 

colónia
COLONIA SPAM



comendacin
COMENDACIN SPAM

comercializador
MARKETER who markets . 

comerse un cable
EATING A CABLE is having a very bad time economically

como averiguar el numero de los puntos
How to find out the number of spam points

como de rayo
AS OF LIGHTNING I imagine that it is a variant of the expression LIKE A LIGHTNING, that is, quickly. 

comodidades
AMENITIES Luxury , facilities

complicaciones
COMPLICATIONS new difficulties, aggravation (of a task, of an illness) 

comprador compulsivo
COMPULSIVE BUYER A person who has irrepressible impulses to buy when he is with the opportunity. 

comulo
COMULO no term exists.  Probable error by cluster or cumulus 1 .  Accumulation of material or immaterial things: the
accident was due to an accumulation of errors.  2 .  A type of white cloud, usually dense and having a cottony shape and
defined outline.  The lower part is wider and stretched while the upper part is shaped like cauliflowered dominoes. 
Combinations with other types such as nimbus occur and are then called cúmulonimbus.  There are also the
altocumulus, cirrocumulus and the stratocumulus. 

comunidad andina
ANDEAN COMMUNITY pauses and indigenous ethnic groups whose habitat is the ANDEAN region, that is, Ecuador. 
Peru, Bolivia, Argentina and Chile. 

comunismo libre
FREE COMMUNISM better known as LIBERTARIAN COMMUNISM, term used to refer to communist political and
economic positions contrary to state centralism: Anarcho-communism, communist economic aspect within anarchism. 
In theory, it is a communism organized decentralized or on the basis of voluntary association.  It was the main economic
proposal of the anarcho-syndicalist movement at the beginning of the twentieth century. LIBERTARIAN Marxism,
another strand, rejects Marxism-Leninism as considering its central bureaucracy policy to be contrary to egalitarianism
or Marxist communism. 

comunistas



COMMUNISTS pl .  of COMMUNIST, who professes communism or is a supporter of that political doctrine. 

comú comuna
COMÚ COMUNA SPAM

con agrado
WITH PLEASURE expression that reflects wanting to do something with delight or satisfaction, of good will. 

con bombos y platillos
WITH GREAT FANFARE in Chile it is said like this, and it means with great aspaviento, with much fanfare, with great
publicity and notoriety

con el cuchillo entre dientes
WITH THE KNIFE BETWEEN (THE) TEETH in an attitude of war, with willingness to fight, in an extremely aggressive
way.  The expression comes from the action of the pirates who attacked and approached with the knife between their
teeth, because the hands require them to take the ropes and board. 


